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This extract from a letter I recently received referred to the hour-long
version of the video which has been available for several years. The section on
sedimentolog was expanded with new research material to produce a separate
ideo" 'Drama in the Rocks'. It was later decided to replace both films with
a single extended version, 74 minutes long, of Evolution: Fact or Belief? This
was the "prize-winning" version (see advert inside back cover) and is now
available from me (Endish version onlv) at f18 + o.o.
Foreign venions are available in French, Spanish, Italian and Polish.
Please specify whether PAL or SECAM system.
Pnce t2? plus f,4 p.p. Cheques drawn on British Barks only. Only from:
Peter Wilders,42 Bd. d'Italie, 98000 MONACO. (Tel. 93.50.88.34)
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Peter Grace, who kindly contributed another article
to this issue, has with his wife Isabel prepared several fine audiotapes on
Philosophy, the Bible and other topics. Details from Peter at:
* 51 Highsetl Cambridge CBZ tNZ, England. Tel: (0223'1 352148. *

Darnin the Man
by Paul Kildare

A century after his death, Darwinb theory of evolution is at last being
discarded by more and more scientists. But even Darwin himself never
had much faith in it and was eventually caught in his own monkey-trap.
His theory was "fashionable" for so long only because of feaa fraud,
norance and massive anti-God propaganda.
publication, the BritishNaturalHistory Museum used the phase,lf the
of evolution is true. The scientific journal Nature was furious. "Most
IItheory
scientists", it gasped, "would rather lose their right hand than begin a sentence
with,If the theory of evolution is true. What purpose except confusion can be served
by these weasel words?" To this, a group of scientists replied-still presumably
*riting with their right hands-that evolution is not a doctrine but merely a theory
which scientists are free to reject and replace with alternatives.

Tn

u recent

It,is indeed ironic that on the centenary of his death, Darwin's theory is at last being
discarded within the scientific world itself. For an increasing number of scientists,
Darwinian evolution has become an idol standing in the way of progress-and they
are revealing its fossil feet of clay in no uncertain terms. Prof. Norman Platnick of
Columbia University describes it as "a farce". Prof. Stephen Gould, the Harvard
fossil expert, tells us it "is effectively dead." And Dr Niles Eldridge of New York's
Natural History Museum says it "is not proof; it has been accepted for a century
largely because of the persuasiveness of a few highly talented biologists."
Modern knowledge of the intricacies of genetic coding now enables scientists to
begin to calculate the odds a$ainst evolution, and they are quite inconceivable states
Prof. Sir Frederick Hoyle, the Cambridge astro-physicist, in his new book Evolution
from Space ( 1 98 1 ). "The likelihood of the spontaneous formation of life from inanimate, matter is one to a number with 40,000 noughts after it!" he writes. "It is big
enough to bury Darwin, and the whole theory of evolution. There was no primeval
soup, neither on this planet nor on any other; and if the beginnings of life were not
random, they must therefore have been the product of purposeful intelligence." The
last chapter of his book is called Convergence to God.

Good year for God
No wonder 1981 was described by the agnostic Arthur Koestler as "a good year for
God." Besides Hoyle's book, there was A New Science of Life (dedicated to a Benedictine priest!) by Dr Rupert Sheldrake, who concluded that the universe must

have been created by "a transcendent conscious being." Next came The View from
Planet Earth by Vincent Cronin, who tells us how his own world-picture became
attuned to a Christian outlook. As with Hoyle, it was the sheer statistical improbability of the universe coming into being by "blind chance alone" that led him to
accept the alternative of a cosmic design-and hence of a supreme Designer or
Creator. Then, finally, came the onslaught on Darwinism by Prof. Brian Goodwin
and Dr Gerard Webster, biologists at the University of Sussex. They point to a stream
of thought reaching back into the l Sth century which Darwinism has obscured from
the English-speaking world.

Challenges from science
Darwinism's recent diffrculties began in the last decade or so, after the death of
evolutionists like Haldane and Teilhard. With the modem dramatic developments in
the study of genetics and as giant radio telescopes reached further and further into
space, astronomy went into turmoil, many long established ideas were tumed upside down and the very foundations of theories about the origin of life and evolution
were completely shaken. At a series of regular international meetings at the Villa
Serbelloni on Lake Como in ltaly in recent years, many leading scientists expressed
serious doubts about Darwinism and began debating new ideas.
"Darwinism has become established in the textbooks, and in the minds of many, as
firmly established truth," writes John Davy in The Evolution of Evolution (1970).
"So it can corne as a surprise to discover that it is under severe fire from two directions: a number of surprising new discoveries, notably in genetics, are bringing the
basis of the theory into question. Secondly, and more fundamentally, the theory is
being accused of an essential triviality.In science at least Darwinism seems to be
dying."
It's a long time ago since G.K. Chesterton wrote, "If I were so unhappy as to lose my
Faith tomorrow, if I suddenly came to think Catholicism a human illusion, if I were
left desolate without God or hope in the world, so long as I retained a human intelligence, I should still believe that Darwinism is dead."

Beginnings
How did it all begin? Why did it become so widely and uncritically accepted for so
long?

The fifth in a family of six, Charles Darwin was born at Shrewsbury in i809. His
grandfathers were Dr Erasmus Darwin, the scientist who foreshadowed his own
theory of evolution, and Josiah Wedgwood, the famous potter. His father Robert
was a wealthy doctor, while his mother Susannah became an invalid and died when

t

he was eight. At he was sent as a boarder for 7 years to Shrewsbury Grammar
School, which "as a means of education to me," he said, "was simply a blank." He

went to Edinburgh University at 16 to study medicine, but showed no interest in it
and returned home 2 years later. His father then suggested he should become an
Anglican clergyman and sent him to Cambridge. Here, he said, he "wasted" much
of his time riding, shooting, playing cards, attending parties and collecting beetles.
But he managed to get a degree, without honours-and decided not to become a
parson.

Though he had no formal training in science, through his friend Prof. Henslow, a
Cambridge botanist, at 22 he got the post of naturalist on the 242-ton naval brig
H.M.S. Beagle on a 5-year surveying voyage round the world. He visited South
America, Australia, New Zealand and many Pacific islands, ofwhich the Galapagos
interested him most of all. He retumed home with a large collection of fossils and a
life-long interest in geologl and zoology.
Soon after this his health broke down and he became a nervous wreck. "It was
thought his illness sprang from psychological causes," writes his biographer Ronald
Seth, "for it was accompanied by a sffange change in his character and he became a
prey to an emotional instability." In 1839 he manied his first cousin Emma Wedgwood. After 3 years in London his health showed no improvement, so they moved
to the secluded village of Down near Beckenham in Kent, where they lived in a big
house, surrounded by a large garden and orchard, for 40 years, until his death. They
had l0 children, 3 of whom died young.
As Darwin's share of his father's fortune made it unnecessary for him to earn his
living, he was able to spend the rest of his life studying and writing. His wife devotedly watched over him, shielding him from problems with the outer world and reading novels to him, his chief relaxation. They had a happy domestic life, free from the
turmoil which his writings were later to cause in the world outside

Voyage of the Beagle
The first well-known work he published was his diary of the Voyage of the Beagle.
"It would take too long, and it is really unnecessary to examine all the fallacies" in

Darwin's theory wrote Mgr Alfred O'Rahilly in Religion and Science. "But I will
take one instance of his shallow and slipshod methods." The example is taken from

Darwin's report of his brief encounter with "the miserable inhabitants of Tiena del
Fuego" which, we are told, played a big part in the development of his evolution
theory. Comparing these Indians to monkeys, "a survival of primitive man," he wrote,
"One can hardly make oneself believe that they are fellow creatures of the same
world. They have no religion, no belief in a future life; and their language does not
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deserve to be called articulate; they

kill

and devour their women. The reflection at

once rushed into my mind: such were our ancestors." His aim was "to show that
there is no fundamental difference between man and the higher mammals (monkeys) in
their mental faculties."

Darwin hardly saw an Indian at alland could not speak one word of their language,
yet his description ofthe Fuegians is still quoted as authoritative over a century later
in countless so-called scientific works-such as Philosophy of a Biologist by Sir
Bernard Hill. But these superficial comments of a passing tourist in 1832 were entirely without foundation. They were completely demolished by the findings of two
missionary priests, both highly qualified scientists on the staffs of American and
Europeanuniversities-Darwin had no scientific qualifications at all. Between 1919
and,l922 FrMartin Gusinde, SVD, and Fr William Koppers, SVD, lived amongthe
same people on Tierra del Fuego and were, in fact, the first white men to be initiated
into one of their tribes.

Darwin's racist nonsense
Their four volumes of first-hand evidence showed that Darwin was talking through
his hat. The Fuegian Indians were not cannibals; they believed in one $upreme
Being, to whom they prayed with confidence; they had "high principles of morality" and they rightly regarded the white people who exploited them as morally inferior to themselves. And so Darwin's attempt to prove our descent from monkeys by
instancing the Fuegian Indians completely back-fired. Instead, it showed that these
poor people, though inferior in material civilisation to Darwin, rvere far superior to
him in other, more important, respects.
Darwin waited 20 years before publishing his theory of evolution through "natural
selection" or "survival of the fittest." In 1858, when he received a paper from A.R.
Wallace, a naturalist on an expedition in the East lndies, he got a shock to find that
this set forth almost exactly his own ideas on evolution. "If Wallace had read my
sketch written in1842," he wrote to his friend Sir Charles Lyell, "he could not have
made a better short abstract! So all my originality will be smashed." Lyell ananged
that both Darwin's and Wallace's papers were both read to the Linnean Society in
London in 1858.

It is interesting to note that Wallace later completely changed his views. In 1910,
when aged 87, he wrote, "After 40 years of further reflection, I now uphold the
doctrine that not only man but the whole world of life leads us to the same conclusion-that to afford any rational explanation of its phenomena, we require to postulate the continuous action and guidance of a higher intelligence"-in sns v161d,
God.

Origin of Species
A year later Darwin published his Origin of Species.Its full title, On the Origin of
Species by means of Naturol Selection, or the Preservation of Favourite Races in
the StruggleforLife suited the mood of the time in Victorian Britain. Its publisher.
John Murray, thought it wouldn't sell and was reluctant to publish it, so he tried to
persuade Darwin to write a book on pigeon breeding instead. What a pity he didn't!
"Darwinism grew out of Protestant natural theology and was embedded into l9th
century social assumptions," writes John Davy in Once Upon a Time. Darwin was
surrounded by an industrial society, in which the poor were widely thought to be
inferior human beings, deserving their lot. There was no single thread in Darwin's
argument, he continues, "which had not been put forward before." Contrary to popular
belief various ideas about evolution had long been suggested by many others, from

early Greeks like Aristotle to such 19th century French writers as Lamarck and
st Hilaire.

Huxley
Perhaps the most dramatic incident conceming Origin took place a year after its
publication, at a meeting in Oxford in June 1860. After attacking Darwin's theory
the Anglican Bishop Wilberforce turned to T.H. Huxley and asked him if it was "on
his grandfather's or his grandmother's side that the ape ancestry comes in?" Huxley
replied that he would rather have a monkey than an Anglican bishop as grandfather.
From the start Huxley was the seltappointed chief propagandist ofDarwinism, calling
himself Darwin's bulldog-while Darwin described him as his agent general. A
naval surgeon and biologist, he was the first to coin the term agnostic to describe his
own disbelief in God.

Shortly after Origin appeared, Huxley went on a lecture tour in a crude campaign to
convince British workers of Darwin's theory. Inhis Life and Letters he wrote, "My
working-men stick to me wonderfully, the house being fuller than ever last night.
By next Friday, they will all be convinced that they are monkeys. I told them in so
many words that I entertained no doubt of the origin of man from the apes." And
again, "I went in for the entire animal more strongly in fact than they have reported
me."

After reading Origin, Darwin's elder brother Erasmus wrote to him, "The a priori
reasoning is so entirely satisfactory to me that if the facts won't fit in, why so much
the worse for the facts." Science, how are you! Darwin's son Francis later wrote of
the paternal propensity for theory-building that "it was as though he were charged
with a theorising power ready to flow into any channel on the slightest disturbance."

Lyell
His friend Lyell, after reading Origin, suggested that in a future edition he should
"here and there inseft an actual case to relieve the vast number ofabstract propositions." It is, of course, the absence of actual cases that has always been the main
diffrculty with Darwin's evolution. There are no actual cases. He was later forced to
confess, in a letter in 1866, that his fellow evolutionist, Herbert Spencer, was his
"superior, even in the matter of wriggling."
Wrigglingwas putting it mildly, for

as Darwin himself privately admitted there was
no proof at all for his famous theory. "When we descend to details," he stated in a
letter to the botanist George Bentham in 1862, "we can prove that no one species
has changed; nor can we prove that the supposed changes are beneficial, which is
the groundwork of the theory." On the very eve of publishing Origin, he wrote to
Lyell, "Often a cold shudder runs through me, and I have asked myself whether I
may not have devoted my life to a phantasy." And two days later he wrote to Huxley,
"I had awful misgivings, and thought perhaps I had deluded myself." This was all
the actual belief in his allegedworld-shatteringtheorythatDarwinwas able to muster up
when it was first published!

Most striking of all, he was forced to confess at the end of his life that no evidence
for his theory had ever emerged or "evolved". Less than two months before his
death, he wrote, "Though no evidence worth anything has as yet, in my opinion,
been advanced in favour of a living being, being developed from inorganic matter,
yet I cannot avoid believing the possibility of this will be proved some day." Live
horse, or rather monkey- and you'll get nuts!
Huxley too made no bones about the total absence of any proof for evolution. In
fact, he greatly annoyed Darwin by harping on this-as anyone who reads the five
volumes of Darwin's letters and the two volumes of Huxley's will see. "My God"
(in Whom neither of them believed!), Darwin angrily wrote to Huxley in 1862, "is
not the case diffrcult enough without its being made more difficult" by looking for
proof. It is very interesting to note, by the way, that Nora Barlow, his grand-daughter,
restored in her edition of his Life and Letters many passages and letters suppressed
by his son Francis in his 1887 edition.

Descent into agnosticism
Among them are more than a dozen long paragraphs in which Darwin tells how he
"evolved'?'from a God-believing youth into an agnostic old man. In various letters
he also stated, "My theology is in a muddle"-not as muddy a muddle of course as
his evolution, "I gradually cameto disbelieve in Christianity as a divine revelation,"
he wrote at 27. Similarly, Huxley said that at25 he had "long done with Pentateuchal

cosmogony." A poignant addition to Darwin's Letters by Nora Barlow are some
from his wife, in which she makes pathetic appeals to him to retum to God before he
dies.

The year before he died Darwin wrote these sad words, "With me the honid doubt
always arises whether the convictions of man's mind, which has been developed
from the mind of the lower animals, are of any value or at all trustworthy. Would
anyone trust in the convictions of a monkey's mind, if there are any convictions in
such a mind?" Commenting on this, Mgr O'Rahilly said, "It is sad enough to see
working men being misled by Huxley's bombastic nonsense. What is really pathetic
is to see Darwin being caught in his own monkey-trap. At first Darwin believed that
God exists, but he came to doubt this because, as he said, he fully believed thatman
was merely a developed monkey. As a result he lost confidence in his own mental
processes." What value then, he asked, can we attach to a monkey's theory of evolution? "Isn't it curious that Darwin never realised he was cutting offthe branch on
which he was sitting, or perhaps I should say from which he was suspended?"

Descent of Man
Darwin discreetly waited 12 years after publishing Origin before he applied his
evolutionary speculations to human ancestry inThe Descent of Man in 1871. The
evolutionists' evidence for his monkey-man case rests on certain fossils unearthed
in various parts of the world in the past 100 years, only one of which, Neanderthal
Man, was found in Darwin's lifetime. Of the main 9 "missing link" fossils found
between NMan in Germany in I 856 and 1470 Man in South Africa in 1972, at least
two*Piltdown Man, found in Sussex in l9l2,and Pekin Man, discovered in China
in 1926__were forgeries. All the other fossils were found to be those, of men or
monkeys, but not of the wanted missing links between the two.
The latest fossil "link"-recently found in Ethiopia by Richard Leakey- has for a
change been named Lucy-perhaps as a Darwinian sop to Women's Lib. She was
one of the stars last year of an incredible BBC TV series ?nfte Making of Mankind,
during which Leakey told us, "We are so close to the chimpanzeethat there can be
ho doubt that we share a common ancestor. I find it very strange that many people
still think of evolution as just a theory."
On the contrary,with the ever-increasing advances in real science today, it won't be
at all strange that many more people, one hopes, will soon begin to see Darwin's
theory as the greatest "scientific" fraud of all time. "The evidential standards of
modern evolutionist science," writes A.N. Field in The Evolution Hoax Exposed,
"represent the lowest point in intellectual degeneration reached by civilised man in
the past 2,000 years. All is wildest assumption and limitless credulity, and with no
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other end in view than to arrive, by hook or by crook, at the most debased view
human origins which the mind of man is capable of conceiving."

of

Censorship
But how was it possible, one may well ask, that so many people were fooled for so
long by the Darwinian drivel? Did not other genuine scientists, before those of today, see that it was a sham? Of course they did, but great care was taken to prevent
their views becoming widely known. They did so even in Darwin's day. Adam
Sedgwick, professor of geology at Cambridge, wrote to Darwin, after reading Origin, saying he "laughed till his sides ached." Sir John Herschal, the astronomer,
described the theory as "the law of higgledy-piggledy". Among many other distinguished British scientists of the time who rejected Darwin's theory were Lord Kelvin, Sir Ambrose Fleming and Sir Richard Owen. Many German scientists too have
been scathing in dismissing the monkey-man myth. "It is nothing short of an outrage upon truth," said Prof. Erich Wasmann, "to represent scanty remains, the origin
of which is so uncertain, as absolute proof of the descent of man from beasts, in
order to deceive the general public." And Prof. Johannes Reinke of Kiel University
wrote, "'We are merely having dust thrown in our eyes when we read in a widely
circulated book, That man is immediately descendedfrom apes remains established
as an indubitable historic fact, fraught with important consequences. "
There were many other scientists too who denounced Darwinism down the years.
Why then did we have to wait a century to have it discredited? The reason seems
clear. "Today very few periodicals will publish an article attacking the evolution
theory" wrote Douglas Dewar, the zoologist, in Man, a Special Creation, "and this
applies both to the lay and the religious press. Generally speaking, the editors of
newspapers believe evolution to be an established fact, and regard anyone who attacks it as an ignoramus or crank. Book publishers are unwilling to publish a book,
which as it runs counter to current scientific opinion will either be ignored or savagely
attacked. Nor are most of them willing to publish at the author's expense a volume
attacking evolution for fear they should lose caste. Thus the public is permiued to
hear only one side of the case. The average man is led to believe that evolution is a
law of nature as firmly established as is the law of gravity." In his Thoughts of a
Catholic Anatomist, Prof. Dwight of Harvard writes, "The t5nanny of the spirit of
the age in the matter of evolution is overwhelming to a degree of which outsiders
have no idea. Not only does it influence our manners of thinking, but there is an
oppression as in the days of the Terror. How very few of the leaders of science dare
tell the truth concerning their own state of mind! How many feel themselves forced
in public to do a lip service to a cult they do not believe in!"

-9-

Atheism
As long ago as 1901, the novelist Samuel Butler-who called Darwin "Ihe niah who
expelled God from the universe"-5141s6, "I might attack Christianity as much as I
chose and nobody cared one straw; but when I attacked Darwin, it was a different
matten For many years my book Evolution, Old and New made a shipwreck of my
literary prospects." In our own day, in 1976, Wallace Johnson writes in The Case
Against Evolution, "Today, precisely when the theory of Evolution can be shown to
be incredible, we behold the paradox of a new surge of evolutionary propaganda
flooding the world through the mass media and our educational systems. It must be
terribly important to some people to persuade men that they are only animals and
that science needs no God."

In 1978 Fr Anthony Fides stated it Man's Origins, "To read most popular books on
the subject, for example ,the Time-Lle Nature Library, and especially those for children, one would receive the impression that there was no doubt at all that man had
evolved from the ape. . . . Evolution is simply a theory nothing more, and up to the
present no serious evidence has been produced anywhere to entitle it to be considered anything more than atheory. Indeed, all the available evidence, on the conffary
points to the completely unscientific nature of Evolution as a theory. But the great
danger of this supposed account of man's origins-and this is a fact which is entirely demonstrable-is that it inevitably undermines belief in God, especially the
belief in God as the creator of all things and of man."
No wonder Darwinism was a godsend to the Marxists, providing a backbone for
their system. Marx himself wrote of Origin, "Darwin's book is very important and
serves me as a basis for the class struggle." He even wanted to dedicate Das Kapilal
to Darwin, who declined the honour.
On 19 April 1882 Darwin departed from this world. He was buried, not in London
Zoo, but in Westminster Abbey, with the help of Huxley who, among others, carried
his coffrn. Ending his biography of Huxley, who died 13 years later, the naturalist
H.J. Massingharn wrote, "The evil that a man of Huxley's calibre left to live after
him will never be measured. It would undoubtedly have been better and happier for
mankind if he had never been born." What then of Charles Robert Darwin, who also
thought he was descended from an ape?

*{.
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This article was first published more than l5 years ago. while the scientific
evidence against Darwinism has continued to accumulate, the reluctance of the
publishing and educational establishments (with a few notable exceptions) to
reveal this simple fact has not decreased.
NGE distributes this pamphlet in the hope that it might make more people aware
of the astonishing deception that continues to be foisted upon their children.

First printed in Word, an intemational Catholic pictorial magazine
edited and published monthly by the Divine Word Missionaries,
199 Epping Road Epping, NSW 2121. Phone (02) 9868 2666.
Reprinted by NGE with kind permission of the Divine Word Missionaries.

Published May 1998 by Newman Graduate Education,
l/8 Bowen Street, Chatswood, N.S.W. 2067. Ph (02)

94ll2193

Additional copies ofthis pamphlet may be obtained for $1.00 posted, from
N.G.E-, 7 Kambora Avenue, Frenchs Forest, N.S.W. 2086.

Reproduced with permission
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roles. They use the same biological code
and the same mechanism lor translating the
code to build more molecules. Cells o{ all

organisms have the same sorts of biomolecules such as citochrome C and
mRNA. lt follows that no organism can be
regarded as ancestral in an evolutionary
sense. Bacterial cells are not more primitive
than human cells in their composilion.

Evolving bio-molecules?
Bio-molecules perform tasks wilhin the cell.
For instance, a protein molecule may act as
an enzyme in part of a nicely coordinated

Since about 1950 with the discoyery ol the
struclure ol the DNA molecule, the world ol

molecular biology has been unfolding ils
secrets. And the moro that scienlists haye
unravelled the mysteries ol these living
molecules, the more evident it has become

that evolution theory does not provido

a

satislaclory explanation lor the living world.
Michael Denton, a molecular biologisl cur-

renlly worklng in Auslralia, has writlen a
carelul indiclmenl ol Darwinism in his book
'Eyolulion-A Theory ln Crisis' (Burnett

Books, 1985, 368pp. t17.50). Some ol his
argumenls are summarized here ln lhis
pamphlel.
Bio-molecules.

A living organism, say a cat, contains in its
slructure different organs, lor example, a
liver or kidney, and these are, in turn, made
up ol cells. Cells are a collection of thousands ot diflerent bio-molecules wrapped in
a sort of bag, the cell wall. Although the
smallest baclerial cell weighs less than a
millionth part of a millionth of a gram, it
contains thousands of exquisitely designed
bio-molecules composed in total of almost
a million million aloms. The complexity of
these bio-molecules is quite without parallel in the non-living world. One kind ol bio.
molecule is protein ol which there are many
dif terent sorts, each made f rom a
string ol amino acids. Another class of
these molecules of lile is the nucleic acids,
DNA and RNA, composed of strings of
sugar, phosphate and nitrogen bases.
ln all organisms lrom bacteria to man, these
proteins, DNA, mRNA. etc, have the same

chain ol reactions for extracting energy
from focd and using the energy in some
building process. The ability of the enzyme
to perform its particular task (most have
only one funclion,) is a result of its precise
three dimensional shape (see pamphlet
214.) Enzymes work by a lock-and-key inleraction with a substrate, so if the lock
changes with evolution, then the key no
longer tits. Because ol this very precision of
function and of shape, it is ditf icull t<i conceive the design of a viable precursor, let
alone a whole string of such intermediates

in the supposed evolution of these

bio-

molecules. As seen in sickle cell anaemia,
the changing of just one amino acid in the
human red blood cell causes a massive distortion of the entire cytoarchitecture of the
cell. A minor change would upset the o-helix

or the B-pleated sheet formation of a protein. lf one small change in the bio-molecule
prevents the cell from functioning properly,
it is inconceivable that the bio-molecule
evolved by a succession of small changes.

lnformation
The nucleic acids carry genetic intormation
in the form of a code which is the same in all
living organisms. lnformation cannot arise
from chance processes, but requires an in-

put of intelligence. While Michael Denton
does not write as a creationist, we can see
in this positive evidence for creation.
Goncerted action

ln a living cell, all the molecules act in

an

interdependent way. Each componenl molecule has to be fully functional lor the cell
to suryive and reproduce itself. For instance, to make a protein molecule, the cell
requires about one hundred other diflerent
proteins acting in concert with mRNA. One
has difliculty imagining the tirst proto-cell
where this process might have occured im-

perfectly. Yet,
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is not this

interdependent

f unction lar too complex to have arisen in
perfect running order by chance? Darwin's

'warm little pond'

ol

prebiotic soup

phibians, reptiles, mammals and even man

were all equidistanl trom bacteria,

manifestly an absurdly inadequate explana.

tion for the origin o{ the f irst

cell (see pam-

independently, and has not developed from

phlet 22O.)

earlier torms. The evidence suggests that
the bio-molecules were specially designed
for each type of organism, to allow it to
function optimally in its environment. Se"
quence dilterences reflect dilterences in

Life lrom non-life?

There is no evidence of prebiotic organic
chemicals in lhe lowest sedimentary rocks;

morphology and habitat ol organisms rather
than showing an evolutionary progression.

no soup stains on the Pre-Cambrian carpet.
Of course, if any large non-living molecules
had been formed they would have been
quickly destroyed by atmospheric oxygen.

For this reason, speculalors like

the

simplest form ol lile. This lits an origins
theory where each lorm has been created

is

A molecular clock?

contained no oxygen. But il the atmosphere

The percentage sequence ditlerence in
amino acids will not be the same lor all
types ol proteins. For example, while the
dilference in sequence for haemoglobin in

contain the ozone layer which protects living things lrom the ultraviolet solar radiation. Nucleic acids, {ound in allindependenl

only 13%. So it is not a matter of a steady
rate of mutation over aeons of time, for
such a clock would have to tick at ditferent

Oparin

have said, contrary to the evidence of the

rocks, thal the earth's early atmosphere

did not contain oxygen, neither would it

man and carp is 50%, for cytochrome C it is

life forms, are strong uv absorbers and
would be destroyed in less than a second in
the absence ot ozone.

rates tor each kind ol bio-molecule.

Percentage sequence dilference for
cytochrome C

Sequence dillerences in bio-molecules.

As menlioned above, cells of all organisms
have the same sorts of bio-molecules. But
the haemoglobin molecule in a carp, ior instance will vary to some extenl in its amino
acid sequence from the haemoglobin in

man. (Man breathes oxygen

carp

(fish)

13
14
13
13

horse (mammal)

chicken (bird)
turtle (reptile)
bullfrog (amphibian)

Percentage sequence ditterence for
haemoglobin

al a

much
higher partial pressure than does the
aquatic carp.) lt one contrasts the amino
acid sequences ol the same bio-molecule in
dilferent organisms in terms of percentage

76

carp (fish)
trog (amphibian)
chicken (bird)
kangaroo (marsupial)

73

human

75

lamprey
0awless

differences, does one find an evolulionary
trend? Much data is available in Dayhott,
M D, 'Allas of Prolein Sequence and Structurc', 1972, and Denton uses it to good eftect in his book. Cytochrome C is a protein
concerned with the production ol energy in
a cell. The percentage diflerence in amino

e€l)

81

78

{taken from Denton, ,oc cit, paoes 285 and
28/.t.

The molecular clock hypothesis becomes
even more unlikely when one considers that

ihe time gap between succeeding generations may be as litlle as a few mlnutes tot
bacteria but some decades lor mammals

acid sequence in cytochrome C between
bacteria and horses is 64%, but belween
dogs and horses it is only 6%. Energy pro-

and trees.

not only was lhere a sequence dillerence of
6470 between bacteria and horses, but that

Moreover, the morphology of creatures in
unchanged ln their
modern counterparts, as can be soen trom
the insects lound in Scandinavian amber. lf
lheir outward appearance has not changed
with time, why should we expecl their blornolecules lo changs with time?

bacteria and tish, bacteria and amphibians,
and between bacteria and repliles. On the
basis of molecular biology, yeast, fish, am-

To quote from Michael Dsnlon's book, (p
290);. 'll is now wel/ established that the pattetn of diversily at a motecular leval con-

duction in the cells of horses and dogs requires similar molecules because horses
and clogs have similar structures, have

the fossil record is

similar digestive systems and so on. What
evolution theory did noi predict was that,

there was also about 64% sequence dlf"
lerences belween bacteria and yeasl,

Molecular blology suppo.tr klnds.
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lorms to a highty ordercd hierarchic system.
Each c/ass at a moleculat level is unique,
isolated and unlinked by intetmediales.

Thus nolecules, li|e loss/s Daye lailed to
ptovide the elusive intermediates so long

soughl by evolutionary biology. Again, the
only rclationships identified by this new
technique arc sisteily. At a molecular level,

no organism is'anceslrcl' or'primitive' ot
'advanced' compared with irc relatives.
Nalure seerns to contorm to the same nonevolutionary and intensely circumferential
pattetn that was long ago petceived by the
great comparative anatomists ol the nineteenth century.'
Denton goes on to say;- 'There is little doubt
lhat il lhis molecular evidence had been
available one centuty ago it would have
been seized upon with devastating eftect by

the opponenls of evolution theory like
Agasslz and Owen, and the idea ol organic
evolution might nevet have been accepted.'

It is not possible to convert a wrisl-watch in-

to a grandfather clock by the random

(or
even deliberate) substitution of spare parts,
so thal each intermediate time-piece is

tunctional. Neither can you change the
cytochrome ot a reptile into a mammalian

cytochrome by small changes in the
sequence of amino acids. The inter-

mediates would not be viable- This means
that there is no theoretical basis for organic
evolulion. (Ihere is .certainly no field
evidence-nature is discontinuous.)

The complexity ol bio-molecules makes
them islands of viability separated from
each other by unbridgeable gaps. The Dar-

winlan idea of myriads ol little stepping
stones between these islands is shown to
be untenable. The alternative ol mighty
jumps, with wholesale simultaneous
sequence changes as with Goldsmidt's
hopeful monsters or Gould and Eldridge's
punctuated equilibria, seems lo stretch

credullty too far. Denton concludes . his

Argument lrom deslgn

William Paley drew an analogy between a
complox mechanism such as a watch and
lhe precision found in the nalural world.
One recognizes that a watch has been
designed and created by a watchmaker.
(Paley (1818) 'Natural Theology on Evidence

and Attributes ol Deity',18th ed.) This precision, noted in organisms and in their organs
(such as the eye ol the eagle,) is now evident at the molecular level in proteins and
nucleic acids.

penultimate chapler,'The Puzzle of Perfection' with the famous lines of the Red
Queen in Dodgson's 'Through the LookingG/ass':-'Alice laughed. 'There's no use trying', she said.'One can'l believe impossible
things.' 'l dare say you haven't had much
prcetice,' said the queen. 'When I was your
age I did it lor half an hour a day. Why,
sometimes I've believed as many as slx irnpossiDre th n g s bel ore break las t.'
i

Davld Rosevear

Pamphlet 261
by Dr. D.T. Rosevear,
C.Chem., Ph.D., F.R.S.C.
Tho Croallon Science Movement is an lnlerdonomlnalionrl Chrlstlan Organisallon whlch is educallona!,
non-pollllcal and non.prolltmaklng, gxlsllng to puulsh
rnd dlslrlbuto books and pamphlots domonslrallng lhrt
th€ Thoory ol Organlc Evolullon ls nol in accordanco wllh
sclenllllc lact; rhow lhat Evolullonary leachlng causos a
docllno ln morallly end true Chdstirnlly; supply sclenlllic
lnlormatlon supporllng the Bible slaloments on Crgrtlon
es opposad to the wldely-accoplsd vlews of Evolullon;
and lecturo and debate ln UnivorsltleE, Colleges, Schools
and Socielles.
Presidenl:
Professor Verna Wrighl

M,D

F-R.C.P.
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Honorary Secrelary:
Creation Science Moverrent
50 Brecon Avenue.
Cosham, POFTSMOUTH
PO6 2AW

EVOLVING MORALIW
by Peter Grace

The following

is an expansion of a letter sent to a

neighbouring young lady, who had dropped in a note, saying
that she was celebrating her BIG birthday, with the music
continuing
11.30, and that she hoped we would
understand. We shall call her Esmeralda.

till

Dear Esmeralda,
Thank you for your note warning us of the jollifications
for your BIG birthday. We do understand; but whether what
we understand is what you expect us to understand is another
matter, The following is what we understand.

The background
It is your misfortune to have been born into a society in
which feelings, emotions, have steadily ousted the mind as the
main source of moral judgements. Thus, moral standards
based on the nature of man and his world are ignored, whilst
the individual is taught to make his own feelings and desires
(and, inevitably, lusts) the supreme arbiter of right. By "the
nature of man" is meant the combinati"gn of body and soul, of
reason, emotions and matter. Balancii;bn-long them is maintained by the sovereignty of reason, which, properly directed,
is the guardian of truth. Any rejectibn of right reason is
dangerous, because it gives licence to the irrational. And that
is what we see in the present-day morality.
ln 1902 George Moore, the Cambridge philosopher,
published his Principia Ethica, and his emotivism (moral

decisions based on feeling) can be seen as the definitive
British break-away from ethical realism, that is, the relating of
16-

conduct to the externally determined, God-made facts of
human nature. The basis for conduct was seen as the pursuit
of personal satisfaction, "self-fulfilment", "personal developmenf', "doing one's own thing". lt became the criterion for
moral decisions and for directing the individual's life. With the
steady increase of economic prosperity, hedonisrn (pleasure
as the sole end of human conduct) has become wide-spread.'
So, when you were born, the development of emotional
supremacy had already been going on for the best part of a
century, with a corresponding decline in the function of reason
as the determinant of truth, and therefore of conduct directed
towards genuine goods. An inevitable result of the refusal to
face reality was the steady erosion of wisdorn in making
judgements and in arriving at decisions in the light of those
judgements, The common wisdom is called "common sense",
and there has been a steady flight from what thousands of
generations had acknowledged as the plain necessities for
ordering the lives of individuals and societies.
Now, one of those necessities, by which society
functions smoothly, is the acknowledgement that what I feel is
right, and is also morally right (i.e.,not infringing a moral
prohibition, such as murder and theft), does not necessarily
constitute a right. For instance, there is nothing wrong in
opening a gate; but I have no right to open the gate of a bullpen without the owner's permission, with the result that a man
is gored to death. That is to say, I have no right to violate the
right of the bull-owner to have his bull safely secured, except
for a very serious reason, by which a good will be done greater
than the possible harm. And that is a basic requirement for the
peaceful functioning of soclety.

17-

Your party seen ln perspectlve
One etfect of the transference of moral judgement from
moral principle to feeling good about things, is the loss of
distinction between what is felt to be right, and the right to do it,
whatever the conseguences (cf. the gate and the bull). The
noise deliberately produced at your party comes into that
category, because common sense has, to some extent, been
abandoned. You tell me you are going to disturb me up to
11.30 at night -- in fact, it was nearer midnight. Consider the
following:
. I am a sick person with a raging head-ache. The last thing I
want is loud music beating into my head, lf I object , you
answer, in principle: 'Sorry, but that's just too bad: it's all
arranged"; or: "Tough luck, mate! You'll have to lump it."
Nowadays it is not uncommon to add: "lt's your fault for living
there".
. I am a nurse, I have just done a week of night-duty, and all I
want is a decent night's sleep before having to get up at five
o'clock in the morning. To my protest, the answer is the same:
"Sorry, etc., etc."
I am a parent trying to get the children to sleep, but cannot
because of your music. Protest and answer as above. None of
the three people would understand how you could possibly
consider it absolutely necessary to flood the neighbourhood
with noise to the infringement of their rights to peace and
quiet. What, in plain fact, you are saying to them is this: 'l
want my party; I feel good about it, therefore I have the rightlo
make as much noise as I want, no matter what rights of other
people I may be violating." Before the flight from reason and
from the considerations of common sense, no one would have

'

given a moment's thought to the possibility of disturbing

a

whole neighbourhood in the interest of having a bit of fun. The
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party would have been held with due consideration for the
neighbours.
Now, the three neighbours of our examples would have
justified
been
in thinking that you were plain selfish; but t do
not think that is so, otherwise you would not have taken the
trouble to alert them and the other neighbours. I think that you
have adopted the current elevation of feel-good to an
absolute, and that makes it into a right that is superior to any
other rights that may be operative. lt is a formula that leads to
maximum dissension in society, and ensures maximum unhappiness. Unfortunately, you are part of a society in which
this perception of morality is observed, and it is up to you, and
all of us, to do what we can to change it.

More about present-day morals
What I've said above amounts to this: we, as a society,
are living in a fantasy-world. The basic fantasy is grounded in
Darwinistic evolution. lt is fantastic to maintain that the
stupendous complexity of the universe, with its law, order and
beauty, could possibly have come about by chance. Modern
information-theory acknowledges that programming requires
an intelligence, and the human mind has yet to devise a
programme that comes anyruhere near the vast cornplexity of a
single reproductive cell: i.e, there are no "simple forms" of life.
ln fact, the scientific establishment is coming to recognize more
and more that there is inadequate evidence for evolution
(indeed, a good case can be made to support the proposition
that there is no evidence); and, of course, any thinking man or
woman must see that it is not science.
Don't be swayed by the fact that it is accepted by most
scientists, that it is taught in universities and schools, and is
19-

taken for granted in text-books and in the media treatment of
scientific subjects. A little thought will show that it offends your
own sense of what is done by chance and what is done by
design. You glance at a flower-bed and know immediately that
it is the product of intelligence -- those rows of geraniums in
weed-free earth did not get there by chance in a patch of
ground where, by chance, weeds have not established
themselves. And yet we are asked to believe that the plants'
marvellously well-organized assembly of highly complex parts
came about by chance. I am sure you will have looked into a
microscope, and will have seen enough to know that any
suggestion of a chance origin is an insult to your intelligence.
Then there is the statement that the evolution hypothesis is fantasy and hence cannot be science. How can that
be? Well, science is about what can be seen, measured and
repeated experimentally; but that obviously cannot be done
with the beginnings of things. So how has evolution become
as widely accepted as it undoubtedly has? That is an interesting story in itself; but it is broadly explained by the fact that
Darwinistic (as distinguished from theistic) evolution has taken
over the functions of religionl, since it claims to provide an
explanation of origins without reference to a Supreme Being,
God.

Evolutlon and reyolutlon: man up, God down.
What has just been said is of prime significance,
because man's understanding of the controlling power in the
universe determines his attitudes to everything else. ln
practice, there are only two alternatives: belief in a personal
Deity, or belief in the operation of blind forces. The difference
in day-to-day living is radical. lf you believe in God, the
1 See Appendix 4
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concepts of good and evil, reward and punishment, are related
to Him as a separate Being, Who has established the laws
governing both material and spiritual being, and all human
conduct is related to what He has established. Each person is
responsible to Him, that is, answerable
Hlm for the
chosen mode of life and for moral decisions. lf you believe in
some blind force, such as that which the evolutionists proclaim
to be the dynamic within the Universe, then the only centre of
reference for decision-making is yourself. Matter and spirit are
seen as identical, and man sees himself as just another
product of the world-force, and hence different from the
animals only in degree of complexity. But he is obviously
superior to the animals, and, on both counts, man moves to the
summit of his consciousness. He is answerable only to

to

hlmself
That is what has happened with evolution, which is
seen as the universal dynamic; and, from general acceptance
.

by the scientific establishment, it has become the basis not just
for scientific theorizing, but for the understanding of men and
morals in Western society. The false premise of chance origins
leads to the false conclusion that everything is autonomous in

its being, so that it can change in lts lnner belng with a
change in circumstances. But that is not how we under-stand
the world, because we spend a vast proportion of our human
resources in discovering the laws that govern the material
world, and laws do not come about by chance. ln other words,
in that field we act as if we presuppose a stability in the way
things are. And so we are llvlng a contradlctlon. We
acknowledge that things have a nature, which can be
measured and manipulated within the limits of their being. But
then up comes the assumption of the evolutionists, that things
are becoming, and there we have the conflict between belng,
-21
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a state of permanence with changes taking place within strictly
pre-set limits, and becomlng, a state of constant evolutionary
flux. lt is the latter that is made to determine the social code of
morals, observed by a dominant section of society.

The world of make-belleve
Following that code of human conduct, then, we ignore
the facts of human nature; and the basic fact is that it is deeply
flawed, having a tendency to evil. Until this century, societies
generally recognized that fact of life, and they ordered their
conduct accordingly. The tendencies to evil, seen in the

religious context as derived from original sin, were
systematically curbed in the interests of the individual and
society, Children were disciplined and taught how to control
their urges for their own good, and for everyone else's. lt was
recognized, e.9., that there was a tendency to laziness, and
that children would not learn unless they were put into an
ordered environment and required to absorb at least basic
knowledge and master at least basic skills.
Now such "prescriptive" methods are seen as a denial
of, or a hindrance to, the child's becoming, its evolutionary
development. The child is deemed to have an unconditional
right to such development, with the result that it is now placed
on the pedestal'of "self-esteem", which is given an erroneous
definition. According to that definition, nothing can be allowed
to impede the child's development2 , i.e., its becomlng: it is
regarded as an autonomous agent. Again, we are in an
unreal world. 'Esteem' is a doublet of 'estimate', and the
estimate of the child's worth is now falsified. ln fact, the child is
not a neutral entity, open to straight-line development, but is
born subject to all the weaknesses of its nature, i.e., its belng.
2 See Appendix 1.
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It is destined to grow up and live amongst other human beings,
with similar weaknesses, the chief of which is the
concentration on self. But such a situation, unless controlled
by a strict code governing what can and cannot be done
between individuals, is a formula for disaster. Each is trying to
have his own way, thus fomenting the bitterness of selfishness
and strife. So to treat each one as absolutely auto-nomous
has the sort of unfortunate results for society that we have seen
illustrated by your party arrangements, Esmeralda.

Examples

ol the world ol

make-believe
Examples of the clash between reality and society's
make-believe are legion. The educational one has been
mentioned, and we are now reaping the results of thirty years
of "progressive education". Then there are the feminists trying
to make wornen's role the same as men's. Again, it is
evolutionary thinking at work. Man is conceived as the product
of social conditioning, and so changing with environmental
influences -- becomlng again. ln fact, men and women are
made differently for different roles in life. The most important
area in which that operates is in the basic unit of society, the
family, and the denial of that reality becomes an attack on the
family as in institution. lnevitably, the attack spreads to human
relationships generally, since all are based on the same
reality, the ignoring of which leads to all sorts of perversions
that harm people and cause endless unhappiness. So we
have divorce, with the numbers rising inexorably, cohabitation, pre-marital sex, single-parent familiess, children
farmed out while the mothers, under no financial stress, pursue
3 The child is deprived ol the role-model of the missing parent, not lo
mention the neglect inseparable lrom the situation whereby ihe remaining
parent has to go to work.
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their careers4.
The chief victims here are the children, neglected or
subjected to the traumas of family break-up or the absence of
a father/mother, a situation which is, in part, the result of
departure from the divine ordinance that what God has joined
together in holy matrimony, no man should put asunder.
The whole situation -- family break-up, the blighting of
young lives, contraception, abortions , genetic experimentation

with humans -- all are various expressions of a false

conception of liberty. lt is seen as liberation from any restraint
on fulfilment of the ego, that fulfilment taking the form of an

assumed right

to possess or do whatever is

deemed

necessary for that supreme purpose.

Stages ln the evolutlon revolutlon
Before the Reformation (Luther's Ninety-five Theses,
1517), the conception of liberty was a Christian one, being
"the glorious liberty of the children of God" (Romans 8:21),
which meant doing those things that were perfectly conformed
to man's nature as created by God and redeemed by Christ:
that is, a perfect union of the natural and the supernatural,
With the Reformation, the first modification was introduced,
which was the equating of the "children of God" with the Jews
of the Old Covenant, when the divine favour was deemed to
be reflected in material success. The supernatural had been
equated with material criteria.
The next, and radical modification, had its origins in the
atheism of the 18th-century "Enlightenment". lt was embodied

@

5 See Appendix 3.
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in the French Flevolution (storming of the Bastille, July, 1789),
and was symbolized by the enthronement of the goddess of
reason in Notre Dame Cathedral. The God-based controls of
the Protestant dispensation were thrown out, and man was
exalted as self-sufficient, completely autonomous. lt took
another century-and-a-half to have that philosophy accepted
by the majority in Western society, and the catalyst
instrumental in the overthrow of the Christian dispensation was
the evolution hypothesis.
The grounds for the canonization of evolution "theory"
and its being draped in the cloak of scientific authority, with its
aura of infallibility, were provided by the early 19th century
philosophers. Auguste Comte, with his positivism, stands out
as the dominant figure. He rejected the metaphysical concepts
of inner essences and ultimate causes, i.e., the permanency of
things in their nature, their belng, and replaced them with the
laws governing phenomena, i.e., the surface appearances,
becomlng. According to his sociological analysis, religion
was just the first stage of man's understanding of the universe,
the ultimate stage being scientific positivism, He applied the
same system to society, seeking laws to explain the social
phenomena. And there we have the mechanistic causality
applied originally by Denis Diderot in the l Bth century to the
physical laws, e.9., governing the movements of the heavenly
bodies, applied now to social movement. lt remained for
evolution to seek to explain the origins and development of the
biosphere in mechanistic terms to complete the triad. Trailblazers were the Comte de Buffon in the 18th century and
Jean Baptiste Lamarck. Already the shift to philosophy was
emerging: strict factual observation of life-forms was leading to
speculation about origins, which could not be observed.
Darwin was to take the process to its logical conclusion:
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logical in terms of the process of passing from scientific
observation to philosophical speculation, but illogical in the
pretence that the philosophical conclusions were scientific.
And we are still plagued by the confusion: many evolutionists
refuse to admit that the evolution hypothesis cannot be
science.

The "culture ol death"
The plague is ultimately a deadly one. Man is seen as
just a super-animal: once the spiritual is eliminated, we are
brute beasts. I remember going to an Open Day at the
University of Cape Town in the fifties, and I went along to the
Psychology Department, where they had a display of various
small animals shut up in wire cages and mazes, a minicombination of Regent's Park Zoo and Hampton Court Maze.
The animals were being subjected to tests of "learning" ability,
after the style of B. F. Skinner's pigeons. Of course, it was a
matter of stimulus and response: it does not take a puppy long
to learn that the round thing has food in it. That such a
process could be conceived as throwing any light on human
conduct arnused me immensely: I wondered that clever men

could be so intellectally short-sighted.
I fear that the amusement did not last long. Already
contraception was being practised, seeking to confound man's
supreme physical capability, that of passing on human life. lt
was a direct result of seeing man as animal and no more: if it
was right to neuter cats and dogs, why not man? ln the sixties,
it was seen as legitimate to kill him in the womb, and then to
cultivate or store him in test-tubes, the embryos to be disposed
of when no longer wanted.
I have mentioned "the majority in Western society",
which follows the code of conduct based on evolutionary
"26
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principles. What of the rest of society? Well, generally
speaking, they follow the religious moral code, based on belief
in a Creator, Who has made all things with a specific nature,
and has given a set of rules to live by, the Maker's instructions,
if you like. Such a set of rules, the Commandments, can
operate only with a stable creation, not subject to the vagaries
of evolutionary changes. And stability is precisely what is
lacking in a society that seems to be running more and more
out of control.
The good and learned are gradually corning round to
accepting that the wisdom of the ages is flouted at society's
peril -- the wisdom that is based on common sense, the
acceptance of things that are. That is the beginning of humility,
which may be defined as the full acceptance of our state of
absolute dependence on God.
I hope you had a good party!
Peter Grace,
Cambridge.

Appendix 1 Letter to the Daily Telegraph, September 19,
1997, from Mrs Judy Boys-Stone (a grand-mother, she has
been discussing the care of children, then and now): "But the
piece of nursery equipment I miss most is that long dead and
much frowned-upon article, the play-pen. lt was such a
comfort to be able to enclose the baby in safety while you got
on with the day's chores, or, dare I say it, open a newspaper. I
know that this inhibiting practice is meant to stunt the poor
child, mentally as well as physically, but I can only point to the
babies in question -- my daughters -- whose activities are nonstop and interest and energy, boundless. ln other words, they
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have developed entirely normally". ln other words, the
proscription of play-pens had more to do with ideology than
with good child-rearing practice.

2

Appendix
Letter from Mrs Margot Law (loc. cit.) entitled "No
supermum":
"My heart goes out to the Horlick children (Nicola Horlick, the
City "super-woman" of much-publicized competence in
combining job and family). I find it pitiful that Georgie, at the
tender age of 10, should be so keenly awar€ that her mother
would be bored were she to stay at home to look after her
children." Experience seems to show that, however much love
be lavished on her children by the mother when she comes
home from the office, they feel maginalized in her affections,
and the damage suffered by them is likely to be permanent.

3

"ln England alone, a baby is butchered -- yes, I
Appendix
use the word deliberately, as it is the truth -- every minute of an
eight-hour day. 500 every day. There was near mass-hysteria
about the way veal calves were taken to slaughter, and the
same screaming and shouting witl probably stop fox-hunting.
Rats, bats, birds, and convicted criminals are totally protected.
The Death Penalty has been abolished except for HUMAN
BABIES, who are murdered at request." (Caroline Hirst in The
Flock, September 1997, published by P.E.E.P.) Perhaps the
most outrageous of the contradictions that society envisages
in the name of political correctness, is that a baby may be
drawn out of the womb except for the head, which is then
collapsed: that is called a partial-birth abortion, and the
mother is deemed to have asserted her right to control her
own body. Pull the living baby out, crush its head, and that is
called murder, for which the surgeon will be duly indicted. lt
-28-

seems to me to be a terminal case of moral corruption, crying
out to heaven for vengeance.

4

Appgndix
An example of the evolutionists' sclerosed thlnking is illustrated by their pronouncement on the species of
Neanderthal Man. Scientists have developed a technique for
recovering and analysing DNA from fossils. Here Dr John D.
Morris takes up the story (mitochondria are thread{ike bodies
in cytoplasm, outside the cell nucleus): "The DNA was recovered from the bone of the first Neanderthal discovered, an
individual so riddled with rickets and old age that his legs had
bowed. The DNA was mitochondrial DNA, not from the cell
nucleus, and there were only 379 base pairs out of 16,500
(thus about 2o/o at the total). lt was found to diffor from standard
human mtDNA in 27 locations. Since modern human mtDNA
differs on average in 8 locations within this stretch of 359, it
was concluded that Neanderthals were probably not closely
related to humans" (from Acts and Facfs, Sept., 1997, pubtished by the lnstitute for Creation Research, El Cajon, California),
But according to statistical method, in a series of measurements of the same thing, the standard interpretation of a score
falling between the highest and lowest values is that it is part of
the distribution. Now, according to the evolutionists' reasoning, if, e.9., the height of the average man is 5'9", then a man of
7'0" is "probably not"closely related to hurnans", a statement
that any rnale American basket-ball player would hotly dispute.
To ack-nowledge that the Neanderthals were certainly men
would be an unacceptable departure from evolutionist dogma.
September, 1997
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Nlumbers in Scripture
Peter Bluer, BSc (Hons)
The English language has its alphabet of
letters. In addition it has the numerals 0 to

9 for use in measurement and calculation.
Flowever, many ancient languages do not

have separate numbers; letters

of

the

alphaQer also double as numerals. We are
familiar with Roman practice, still used on
some clock faces and calendar dates. I is 1,
V is 5, X is 10, L is 50, C is 100 (Centuryl,
D is 500 and M is 1,000 (Millennium;.

The Hebrew and Greek languages, which

are the original tongues of the OId and
New Testaments respectively, also used
letters to denote numbers, as given in the

tables. This means that words and
sentences of Scripture can be assigned
numerical values by adding together the
values of their constituent letters.

Aleph
Beth
Gimel
Dateth

-T330

: 40
: ils
60
-'ll
z
Waw .,ii'
Zayin ,
He

Heth
Teth
Yod
Kaph

n

ii +
50
o
ll 70
80
90
;l e
I1100

, il,,

240

'ii

3
300

rill,

400

Lamed

is associated with God, 4 with the world, 5
with grace, 6 with man, 7 with completeness, 9 with judgment, l0 with law, 12
with government, l3 with rebellion and 40
with testing. This is by no means a full list.

The Bible also uses other

signihcant

numbers such as 153,666, 1290, etc.

Most nurnbers can be factorized, that is,
broken down into multiples of smaller
numbers. The number 30 is 2.3.5, or 2
times 3 times 5. Numbers such as 1,2,3,
5, 7 and I I cannot be fruther suMivided,
and are known as prime numbers.

If one tried to construct a simple sentence
such that when the sum total of the
numerical values of the letters was

HEBREW

il
1,2
is
i+
;s
:g
'7
i8
ig
i10
,20

What makes this exercise interesting is
that certain numbers in Scripture are
associated with particular concepts, eg. 3

f

Mem DD
Nun l:
Sameck o
Ayin v
Pe lD
Tzade f r
Qoph ?
Resh 1
Shin
Taw n
ru

I

factonzed, the significance of those factors
matched the subject matter of the sentence,
one would find this almost impossible. Yet
Scnpture is replete with such calculations.
Were the books of the Bible written by
mathematicians using some computing
device? No. On the contrary, they were

written

by

shepherds, prophets

and

fishermen, thousands of years ago. No
other writings of any age or civilization
show this feature.
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Now consider some combinations of the
numerical values of these seven Hebrew

And all these separate writers, spanning as
they do the centuries and mrllennia, have
given, perhaps unconsciously, the same
significance to the numbers. Israel was 40
years in the wilderness under Moses, Jonah
preached
Nineveh 40 days, Christ
Himself was 40 days tempted in the desert
and seen 40 days after His resurrection. If
some 30 different writers did not collude,
then God inspired their writing.

words:

913+80=999:3.3.3.37
913 + 203 + 401 = l5l1 :37.41

in

203 + 401 + 395 = 999 .3.3.3.17

86+395=481:13.37
401 +296=703:19.37
Further cornbinations arise out of these by

adding 407 and/or 296, md, for example,
913 + 36 + 203 + 401 + 395 : 1998 :

The first verse of the Bible
Let us consider the numerical values of the
words of the first verse of the first chapter
of Genesis: In the beginning God created
the heaven and the earth. Tlte Hebrew
reads from right to left. The numerical

2,3.3.3.37.

Together these give twenty-two words or
combinations of words in this first verse of
Scripture whose numerical factors feature

37, as well as the zum total for

values are given under each letter and
summed under each word. The total
numerical value of the sentence is 2701.

sevens and thirty-seven signifying the
Triune God, and complete (or perfect)

The prime factors are as follows:
for the total of the twenty-eight letters2701 : 37 .73 (ie. 37 multiplied by 73 )
for the seven individual words-

creation.

In the beginning God has a total of 999
3.3.3.37 - the Trinity and creation.
Created ilre heaven is also 999.
Beginning, God, earth adds up to 1295
5.7.37.
tseginning created the earth sums to I 8l 3
7 .7.37.

913 : I 1.83
203

:

86:

7.29
2.43

401 : prime
395

:

5.79

40"1

:

11.37

296

8.37

the

complete verse. This is four to five times
greater than the statistical probability.
The three nouns in this sentence are God,
heaven and earth with a total numerical
value of 77'l : 3.3.3.37 - Lll threes and

Note the recurrence of the prime nrimber
37 in the total and two individual words.

The

earth and

I'ril;1
ooo

nNl
ooo
o
lF9

D'Dlti
oooo
lFt66

:

:

In the begittning God crealed lhe heaven
adds to 1998 while and the earth adds to
703. Now I +9+9+ 8+7 + 0 + 3 :37.

God created ln the beginning
Elohim bara Bereshith
o';r)N i{'lt
n!IDNll

the heaven

ha'arets we'eth hashamayim

:

eth

nB

9F5A

iF

o
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6coco
d

!

q

Christos, value 1480 : 2.2.2.5.37. Jesus
Christ is 2368 : 2.2.2.2.2.2.3.5.37, being
888 + 1480. And are we surprised to find
rhatS + 8 + 8 + I +4+ 8 + 0: 37 ?The

GREEK

-- -t
Nu
Xi

,I

(i

o
Omicron10

Pi

i7
i8
;9
It
i2

Zeta
Eta

Theta

lota

Kappa

lgo Lambda
lao

uru

Rho
240 Sigma
300 Tau
Upsilon

i_

'n
d
r
K

i
p

500
600
700
800

rl

I

title Son of Man, used extensively by our
Lord Jesus to describe Himself, has the

i

value 2960 : 2.2.2.2.2.5.37

We can

Phi

0i

chi

XI

Psi

,1,

Omega

bl

that the Creation of the world

is bound up, in the Hebrew and

Greek,

with the value 37. In a recent (1995) BBC2

i

TV programme about Quantum Mechanics
the director of the CERN Laboratory was

i
I

-.J

New Testament Numerical Values
The numerical values of the letters of the
Greek alphabet, used by New Tesiament
writers, is grven in the table.

The parallel passage to Genesis l:1 in the
New Testament is John l: l. John begins
his Gospel as follows:

In the beginning was the Word lGreek
Logosl and the Word was with God and
the Word was God. The sarne was in the
beginning y-i!h God. All things were made
:

by Him and wjthout Him was not anything
made that was made. ln Him was life and
the life was the light of men ... And the
Word became flesh and dwelt among us,
and we beheld his glory, the glory as of the
only begotten of the Father, full of grace
and truth ... For the law was given by
Moses, but grace and truth came by Jesus
Christ.

Logos, or Word has the numerical value
373, which is the 74th prime number. 74 is
2.37. The Hebrew for Cod is Elohim = 86,
and the Greek for God is Theos : 2M.

Adding these gives 370

see

.

:

2.5.37. The
Greek for Jesus, Iesous, has the value 888 :
2.2.2.3.11, while the Greek for Christ is

discussing the number of blueprints for the
atomic particles. He asked the interviewer

how many blueprints he would suppos€
were necessary to produce all the
sub-atomic particles of which matter is
composed. The interviewer suggested
there might be hundreds or even
thousands. Amazingly, the director of
CERN said that 37 blueprints encompassed
the whole of Creation. If this is crinfirmed

in the course of time, it will be a most
interesting support to the biblical
association of 37 with Creation.

The fact that the value 37 is so coupled

with the meanings of words, phrases and
verses, and that the association is many
times rnore frequent than one could expect

from

a

chance distribution,

is

surely

significant. The fact that no other literature

from the past or the present has this feature
is also significant. The fact that men have
tried to deliberately construct such number
-to-meaning associations with the aid of
computers and failed is significant. These
facts shongly support the claim which the
Bible makes for itsell All Scripture is
given by inspirarion of God (II Tim 3:16)
and holy nen of old spake as they were
moved by the Holy Ghost (ll Peter l:21).
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Ivan Panin

produced some 40,000 pages of
all without the aid of computers.
That he made some mistakes does not

ln this pamphlet, we have touched on just
one aspect of Bible numerics as it pertains
to Creation. But Scripture is shot through
with this scheme, linking the sixty-six
books into a remarkable whole. What folly
to suppose that uninspired men could write
the Word and that chance could form the

invalidate the concept.

world!

As a young man he was a Nihilist, and
took pafi in plots against the Czar. He was

It is at first sight surprising that as well

The man who made Bible numerics his life
work was lvan Panin. Born in Russia in
1855, he died in 1942 During his long life

he

research,

exiled and went to America. At Harvard
University he excelled rN a brilliant
scholar. Known as a firm agnostic, his
conversion to Christ was remarked in the

In

newspapers.
1890 Panin began to
uncover the mathematical structwe which
underlies the sacred text. He forewent a
most promising care€r to dedicate his life
to demonstrating the truth and inspiration
of the Bible using numerics. (See 'God
Counts'by W E Filmer, 1947. tv{r Filmer
was Secretary of EPM, now CSM.)

as

containing "the oracles of Cod" with all its

wisdorn, prophecies and literary beauty,
there is riding upon the original Hebrew
and Greek vocabulary of the Bible a
complex numerical significance. But this
is the Word of the God who created all the
intricate and beautiful structures of plants
and animals, zurd who also encrypted
within every living cell the DNA molecule
whicb codes for each life form, using a
complex combination of stereochemistry
and code. The Creator of both the Word
and the world is a Master Mathematician.

fuller version of this paper may be obtained by sending a self-addressed stamped
envelope to Mr Peter Bluer at l5 Patchcroft Road, Peel Hall, Manchester M22 SJE
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FNTH Movement as Catholic,s
This article illustrates that a comparable dichotomy exists among
Protestants, in which the evolutionists also close their minds to
scientific critiques, and contradict both the plain sense of Scripture and
the greatest scholars of the Christian Tradition.
Hardly the right road to Christian Unity!

ln the previous

issue, we examined the position taken by members

BOOK REVIEW
by David C.C. Watson

M.A. Cantab.
Author of. The Great Brain Robbery and Myths and Miracles
(Formerly published in The English Churchman,Feb. t4&21,19971,
reprinted by kind permission of the writer).

God and the Biologist

rsBN4-85lll-4464.

;

R.J. B"t y; L43pp; Apollos

(M);

t12.99; 1996;

For several decades Professor Berry has been known (a) as a defender of
Christianity against non-Christians and (b) as a defender of evolution against
creationists. This latest volume is mainly in the (b) line: it adds little to the
arguments offered in his Adam and the Ape and God and Evolution (1988).
The publishen are different, the price is different (nearly double), the "Further
Reading" list is different but the special pleading,.the straw men (e.g. Philip
all,
Gosse), the false analogies, the lengthy quotations from evolutionists,
these are very much the same as before.
Two chapters are new : one on Genes. the other on Ecolory, and we are
thankful for RB's firm dismissal of the theory that homosexuals are not
responsible for their queerness. But "the main purpose of this book is to shor
that we must be open to new ideas and new interpretations of old truths
(including Bible passages) ..." (p.111). Horrever, tfris "openness' is not easily
discovered in RB himself. He seems to be quite unacquainted with the 100+
issues of the Creation Research Society's Quarterly (1965-96), and the many
anti-Danvinian books recently published by non-Christian scientists (e.g. p.
Grassr6, F. Hitching, N. Macbet}, M. Pitman, W. Fix, G.R. Taylor, R. Milton).
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In

particular, Michael Dentont d€vdating affack (Evolution: A Theory In
Czsis, 1985) is not mentione4 tLough it did appear in RB's "further reading"
list of 1988.
Berry ignores the vital difference between micro- and macro-evolution, and
the failure of fossils, of homologl, of rnoleqrlar biologr, to trace the pedigree
of any single organism- In lieu of science he offers mysticism on mountains,
and the story of Hudson Taylo/s life-jacket 1 Hudson Taylor and a thousand
other missionaries would have told him that they believe both in God the daily
Provider and in God the Worker of imtant-miracles.
RB's fancy that creationists are deists needs no refutation. On the Six Days
he tries to extract crumbs of orrfort from Origen and Augustine, but does not

inform us that Luther and Calvin rejected their allegorising. Both the
Reformers and the Early Church believed in a world-wide Flood (RB does
not), and a Young Earth. No attempt is made to explain II Peter 3, which
unquestionably supports the literal interpretation of Genesis 6-9.
There is no Scripture inde* nor any reference to Exodus 20:11 as
summarising Genesis 1-2. Coming to the creation of Eve, we are bluntly
informed that I Corinthians 11:8 "does not require a literal interpretation of
Genesis." Thus RB is prepared to contradict the Churcht greatest scholars
(and the Greek Lexicon) in order to clamp his "spiritual" interpretation onto a
transparently literal narrative, confirmed by Christ himself, and avoid a clash
with Science. RB leans heavily on his own academic eminence and that of
other Christian evolutionists. Unfortunately, long years of membership of the
General Synod do not equip one for distinguishing literary genres, nor for
spotting false analogies.

The alleged Darwin/Galileo equation (p.19) breaks down when one
considen that 135 years after Galileo nearly all European astronomers
accepted the Copernican cosmologr; 135 years after Darwin the scientific
establishment is split right down the middle as to whether, when, and how
evolution has occurred. For example, Professor Giertych,'head of the Genetics
DepL of the Polish Academy of Sciences, Kornik, Poland, holds degrees
matching Prof. Berry's (MA, PhD, DSc) and is as fervent a champion of
creationism as Berry is of evolution. Hundreds of other professional scientists,
world-wide, agree with Giertych that "... natural sciences have failed to supply
any evidence for [mega-] evolution ... It is time those who teach our children
were told the truth."
T.H. Huxley once quipped about clerics who "torture texts to make them
confess the creed of science." In the same tradition, RB writes that "... all the
plagues of Egpt (including, presumably, the death of the fiGtborn) could have
natural caus€s."
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ln the endpapers a secondary purpose of this book emerges: to recnrit
members for "Christians in Science" (British) and for the "American Scientific
Association". Both groups are reportedly 957o evolutionist. The ASA dates
fron 1941, but in fifty years their attempts to bridge the gap between "sciences"
and Scripture have consistently failed at all levels.
To conclude: it is sad to see a Christian as highly qualified as Professor
Berry defending a pagan "philosophy and vain deceit". It is even more
disappointing that the IVFruCCF 2, which used to stand for the infallibility of
the Bible, is now actively propagating a colossal'fallacy. The weasel word
"interpretation" has been allowed to distort the very foundations of our Faith.
C.S. kwis's comment (in a letter to Captain B. Acrvorth, 1951 3) is right up to
date:

"What inclines me now to think you may be right in regarding evolution as
the central and radical lre in the whole web of falsehood ... is not so much
your arguments against it, as the fanatical and twisted attitudes of its
defenders." (emphasis added).

ffi*****

Editor's footnotes.

1.
Hudson Taylor was a l9th century Protestant missionary in China, who
resolved to rely on prayer for all needs and resources. He would consider
using a life-jacket as a betrayal of trust in God's Providence, though later in
life he moderated his views to include tbe use of material assistance.
2.
Inter-Vanity Fellowship/ Universities and C-olleges Christian
Fellowship.
3.

Captain Bernard Aovorth, DSO,

Protest Movement

in

RN.

Founder

of the

Evolution

1932.

David Watson has been a teacher and missionary, and a stalwart lecturer and
writer for creationism for many years. English readers may recall him being
dismissed from his post as Head of Religion at a Rickmansworth, Hertfordshire
state comprehensive in 1976 for refusing to teach that the Genesis account of
creation was purely a rryth. The media propaganda machine ensured that this
became a national news item

A

-

"ptoar encouraget les autres" ?"!?

useful book which clarifies the different views of evolutionist and creationist

scientists who are all (non-Catholic) Christians, is:

Creation and Evolution, Ed. Derek Burke, in a series lYhen Christians
Disagrce, Bl. Oliver Barclay. Inter-Vanity Press, kicester, 1985, ISBN
0€5110-720-6. (My copy cost f5.95 several years ago).

{c"$ffiffiffiffi
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EVOLUTIOI{ : FACT (}R BELIEF

?
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This professionall-v-made uidea productrba seeks to satisfy the demand
hom experts and the general public for a scientiflc rebuttal of the basic tenets
of Evalution Theory, including the fossii record, genetics, radioactive dating
and the origin of Man. Using intenriews, cartoons and graphics, highly
credentialled scientists erylain why the fheory of evolu$ion has to be rejected.

This film is the first ever to challenge the historical .fact' of evolution
by means of experimental evidence published in the seientific press.
Based entirely on scientific facts, without csnsideration of religious
implications, this video must be of interest to everyone.
Presented by Peter Wilders, the scientists taking part are:
*
Roberto Fondi Ph.D. Prof. of Palaeontoiogy at University of Siena.
Giuseppe Serrnonti Ph.D. Microbiologist. Previcusly Prof. of Genetics at
University of Paierrno ancl University of Ferugia.
Guy Berthault- Geologist. Graduate of the Ecole Polytechnique i;: France,
member of the French Geological Socief.
Fdward Boudreaux Ph.D" Professor of Physical Inorganic Chemistry at
University of New Orleans.
Maciej Gierfych Ph.D. Professor of the Institute of Dendrology of Polish
Academy of Sciences. Head of Departrnent of Genetics.
Llnique to this V4 r.nin versrcn is the complete episode Drama in t&e
-&oc*s, which contests the belief that the sequences of fossils in stratified rock
provide proof of evolution. Filrned experimental and other evidence sho*' that
the strata in which creatures were buried forrn sideways, not one on top of the

*

in lower strata could there{cre be younger than fossiis in
strata. Fossil sequences are therefnre more apparent than real!
This section incorporates the technical film Fundamental Experiments in
Stratificatian presented to Lille National, and Recife International, Conp;resses
of Sedimentology in 1993, which has received world-wide acclaim by scientists.
other, so fi:ssils
higher

*

lnternationally acclaimed for its cateclieticat value!
Evolution: Focl or Belief? wqs oworded F|RST PRIZE oi rhe ] 2ih
l.nternotionol Cotholic Film Fesiivqi in Worscw, Polcnd in Moy 1997,
in ihe colegory of television ond cotecheticol films.

NOw AVAILABLE ! Price f18 + p&p l07c (UK) I 20?o (overseas), from;
Daylight Origins Society, 19 Francis Averue, St. Albans, Herts Al3 6BL, U.K.

DK

DAYLIGHT ORIGINS SOCIETY

DK

Patrons
.

St. Bonaventure [July]
St. T'homas Aquinas [March]
St" Michael [SeptemberJ The Immaculate Conception [Decemberl

Honotary Member
Professor Maciej Giertych, 8.A., M.A. (Oxon), Ph.D., D-Sc.
Secretary and Editor
Arnthony Nevard B.Sc. P.G,T.C.

>

AIMS to inform Coiholics ond others of the scientific evidence supporting
Speciol Creotion os opposed to Evolution, ond ihst lhe true discoveries of
Science ore in conformity with Coiholic doctrines.
FOUNDED in 1977 os ihe newsletter of ihe Counter Evolution Group by
John G. Compbell {d.l9B3), il wos relouncheci in 1987 os the newsletier
of CESHE: UK, ond in l99l os the mogozine DAYLIGHT.

SUPPORTERS include clergy, religious, scieniists,,dociors, teochers,
ocodemics, olher professionols ond loyfolk.
FUNDED by subscriptions, donotions ond sqles of publicolions.
- , PUBUSI{ES the qucrterly mogozine DAYLIGHT for over 200 subscribers in
l7 countries;,olso produces ond distribuies pomphlets.
PROVIDES :o mqil order service for literqlure qnd oudio-visuol moteriols,
cnd odvice on resource$ ond informotion.
> ORGANISES privoie ond public meetings, tolks ond video showings.
INFORTMS through letters ond orticles in the Press ond olher publicotions.
> PROMOTES links with Cqiholic Origins Societies in other countries.
Please send s.a.e. for free

leaflets (see address inside front cover)-

Introducing Daylight Origins Society.
:
and Audiovisuals available from DAYLIGHT.
G) Origins and Science - Organisations and Sources.
@ Video klm: Evolution - Fact ,sr BeliefT -.- flyer.
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